
Everyone needs a reason to get up in the morning.

In this section we’ll be looking at your why. Or rather how your leverage your
why to ensure that you see this thing through. 

By working through your Where and your Who, you’ve already pretty much
sussed out your Why. Essentially your Why is moving from Where you are now
to Who you want to be, via the What(s) you’ve chosen to do. 

This is where the galloping housewife diverges a little from the convention.

With most goal setting and achieving guides, the ‘What’ is the ultimate end goal.
The new job, the amount in the bank account, the qualification for a show, the
number on the scales, the relationship boundary set.

Instead, we are going to investigate Why this What is so important to us. What is
achieving our why going to make possible, what doors is it going to open for us,
how is it going to make us feel. 

Let’s take a weight loss goal as an example. Your why might be that you can fit a
particular outfit. It might be that you will have more self confidence in your job. It
might mean you feel more powerful when you have to interact with your ex and
their new girlfriend (no judgement here!). It might mean that you can ride your
horse or get fitter more easily. It might mean that you could reverse your pre-
diabetic state or lower your blood pressure, or become a candidate for a
surgery you need. 

Your weight loss is not your actual goal. Your ‘Why’ is.

This session, your action is to write down your why for each of your main ‘whats’
that you identified in the last section. 

 
See you later bitches,

the galloping housewife
 

video here

https://youtu.be/VIVtWeiyuPY

